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Turn down the volume

Achieving lower noise pollution is essential to reducing stress and promoting the well-being, comfort and 

efficiency of people working or learning. Uniquely with Forbo, in a single comprehensive collection of acoustic 

project vinyl floor coverings, you will find the broadest range dedicated to achieve a complete acoustic flooring 

solution for any application. From open plan offices, shops, schools to social housing, hospitals and reception halls.
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The Forbo acoustic project vinyl collection is the result of 
decades of acoustic experience and the installation  
of millions of square metres in demanding project 
environments worldwide. Forbo Flooring is the only resilient 
floor manufacturer to have built an accredited on-site official 
acoustic test laboratory. In house testing and frequent 
control of products produced ensure a high and constant 
acoustic quality. Each product range in the collection 
offers truly unique solutions for high acoustic performance 
combined with optimal resistance to indentation. There is 
a choice of 103 colours and designs, making this the most 
comprehensive collection of its kind in the world.



Impact 
sound reduction

The purpose of an acoustic floor covering is to contribute to reducing impact sound within a building resulting in a more 

comfortable environment. The floor coverings in the Forbo acoustic project vinyl collection have been developed and tested 

to maximize impact sound reduction while meeting the needs of heavy traffic commercial areas. Acoustic performance is 

determined by different criteria. Forbo acoustic project vinyls contribute to lowering noise disturbance in multiple ways.

Impact sound made on the floor in one room is 
transmitted through the floor into rooms below. 
In order to measure the impact sound reduction achieved by 
a floor covering, impact noise is generated with a hammer 
machine directly onto the concrete floor slab in an emission 
room and the sound level (S1) is recorded in the reception 
room below. The floor covering is then laid onto the concrete 
slab, the same impact noise is made on the floor covering, 
and the new sound level (S2) is recorded. The impact sound 
reduction (EN ISO 717-2) is the difference, measured in 
decibels, between the two sound levels recorded. The 
impact sound reduction of Forbo’s acoustic project vinyl 
ranges from 15 to 19 dB.

In-room impact noise  
NF-S 31-074

(ambient sound)

Forbo acoustic  
project vinyl

Concrete slab

Impact sound reduction 
EN ISO 717-2  
(15 to 19 dB)

All about turning down  
the volume

4 Acoustic project vinyl
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In-room impact noise (NF-S 31-074)

In-room 
impact noise

The thickness of the concrete slab on which the acoustic floor coverings are fitted determines the minimum acoustic rating 
necessary for the floor covering in order to achieve the desired acoustic performance. Forbo offers the widest choice of 
acoustic vinyl floor coverings in one collection for all types of subfloors.

EXAMPLE: LEVEL 58 dB

15 cm

∆ Lw: 19 dB » SARLON TRAFFIC

17 cm

∆ Lw: 17 dB » SARLON QUARTZ
 » ETERNAL WOOD DECIBEL

19 cm

∆ Lw: 15 dB » SARLON TECH

Airborne sound inside a room – ambient noise –  
is generated by impact noise in the room itself. 
In order to measure in-room impact noise, the noise pressure 
is measured inside the room where the impact sound is 
generated, according to the standard NF-S 31-074. The 
measurements are classified into various categories, with 
Class A defining the best-performing floor coverings. All 
Forbo’s acoustic project vinyl collections are in Class A.

Adapt the floor covering to the building

Acoustic requirement: 77-58 = 19 dB

In this example Sarlon Traffic  
is the best solution acoustic/indentation 

for a 15 cm thick concrete slab.

Acoustic requirement: 75-58 = 17 dB

In this example Sarlon Quartz and 
Eternal Wood Decibel are the best 

solutions acoustic/indentation for a 17 cm 
thick concrete slab.

Acoustic requirement: 73-58 = 15 dB

In this example Sarlon Tech  
is the best solution acoustic/indentation 

for a 19 cm thick concrete slab.

Acoustic pressure 77 dB

CONCRETE SLAB

Acoustic pressure 75 dB

CONCRETE SLAB

Acoustic pressure 73 dB

CONCRETE SLAB

Ln,e,w < 65 • cushion vinyls
• acoustic project vinyls

65 ≤Ln,e,w < 75 •  resilient floor coverings,  
compact project vinyls

75 ≤ Ln,e,w < 85 •  hard floor  
(laminates, wood, stone)

85 ≤ Ln,e,w • hard floor floating installation

CLASS LEVEL Ln,e,w IN dB Floor covering
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The perfect match  
for every application

Sarlon Tech offers the best residual indentation performance 
with an R10 anti-slip rating and an impact sound reduction 
of 15 dB.

Sarlon Quartz is Forbo’s innovative new collection, 
combining high durability from the thickest wear layer of 
0.9 mm with high efficiency of stain resistance, excellent 
indentation rate and advanced anti-bacterial technology.
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Product ranges

1. New PUR-lacquer (PUR+) with increased resistance to stains such as 

bethadine. It enables easy and cost effective cleaning. 

2. The pure PVC wear layer of 0.9 mm – abrasion group T – makes Sarlon 

Quartz extremely hard wearing and resistant to scratches. The wear  

layer contains silver ions for everlasting bacteriostatic properties.

3. Non directional design printed with environmental friendly water- 

based inks.

4. Double compact layer with non woven glass fiber carrier for excellent 

dimensional stability and optimal resistance to indentation at 0.08 mm.

5. Bacteriostatically treated foam backing providing high acoustic 

performance: impact sound reduction of 17 dB.

1.  PUR protection offering very efficient stain resistance; makes any waxing 

unnecessary and enables easy and cost effective maintenance.

2. Pure PVC wear layer of 0.7 mm – abrasion group T – with a mineral 

embossing pattern making subfloor imperfections less visible and 

providing anti-slipping rate R10. Extremely high resistance to heavy  

traffic.

3. Non directional design printed with environmental friendly water- 

based inks.

4. Double compact layer with non woven glass fiber carrier for excellent 

dimensional stability and unique performance to residual indentation  

at 0.06 mm.

5. Bacteriostatically treated foam backing achieving an impact sound 

reduction of 15 dB; the density of the foam backing eases rolling of  

heavy loads.
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Sarlon Traffic provides the highest acoustic performance – an 
impact sound reduction of 19 dB – along with an impressive 
array of design and colour combination possibilities.

Eternal wood decibel, with a 17dB impact sound reduction, 
features natural designs ideal for creating a warm, inviting 
atmosphere and offers R10 anti-slip rating.
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The constructions of the products in the Forbo acoustic project vinyl collection, with the 
inclusion of a special dense acoustic underlayer, have been developed to provide a unique 
combination of certified acoustic effectiveness, optimum indentation characteristics across  
a wide range of applications, and minimum maintenance.

Product ranges

1. PUR protection offering very efficient stain resistance; makes any waxing 

unnecessary and enables easy and cost effective maintenance.

2. Embossed pure PVC wear layer of 0.67 mm – abrasion group T – with 

excellent resistance to scratches and intensive traffic, offering optimal 

protection to the design.

3. Non directional design printed with environmental friendly water- 

based inks.

4. Double compact layer with non woven glass fiber carrier for excellent 

dimensional stability and resistance to indentation of 0.12 mm.

5. Bacteriostatically treated foam backing achieving an outstanding impact 

sound reduction of 19 dB with high comfort underfoot.

1. PUR Pearl™ lacquered surface gives the floor its superior appearance 

while reducing scratch and dirt visibility and offering excellent cleaning 

properties. Slip resistance rating: R10.

2. The pure PVC wear layer of 0.7 mm provides extreme durability protecting 

the design layer from intensive use.

3. Environmental friendly, water-based inks used for printing ensure colours 

remain vibrant throughout the whole lifetime of the floor covering.

4. Fully impregnated glass fleece carrier makes the flooring stable and 

provides residual indentation of 0.12 mm.

5. Calandered compact backing for additional stability. 

6. Foam backing achieving impact sound reduction of 17 dB.
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Performance characteristics

19 dB

18 dB

17 dB

16 dB

15 dB

14 dB
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0.15 mm 0.14 mm 0.13 mm 0.12 mm 0.11 mm 0.10 mm 0.09 mm 0.08 mm

Residual Indentation (mm)

0.07 mm 0.06 mm

433088

Jeanne Dekkers Architectuur
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Service 
products

Service products

Sarlon Complete Step
Sarlon Complete Step is an acoustic PVC floor 
covering (17 dB) with stairnosing integrated in 
the structure. The design has been specially made 
to match all Sarlon acoustic collections. Sarlon 
Complete Step has 12 colours, comes in rolls  
20 metres long, a width of 1.02 metres and  
a thickness of 3.35 mm.

Welding rods
For every design matching welding rods are available 
in all colours.

Forbo VinylBase acoustic 
Forbo VinylBase acoustic is a supple underlayer that 
provides high standard additional acoustic properties 
for each compact vinyl, making the acoustic design 
offer even wider. In order to achieve even better 
impact sound reduction, Forbo compact project vinyl 
collections can be combined with this underlayer 
resulting in an impact sound reduction up to 18 dB.

Forbo VinylBase acoustic underlayer comes in rolls  
30 metres long, is 2 metres wide and 3 mm thick.

Impact sound 
reduction in dB 
(ISO 717-2)

Residual 
indentation in mm 
(EN 433)

Sure Step ≥18 dB <0.30 mm

Smaragd ≥18 dB <0.11 mm

Eternal ≥18 dB <0.20 mm

Effect ≥18 dB <0.21 mm

Forbo System Solutions
Forbo Flooring’s assortment covers the complete process 
of installing and using Forbo vinyl floor covering according 
to the high Forbo quality standard. The Acoustic System 
Solution covers all the high quality acoustic project vinyl 
floor coverings and service products to give complete 
design freedom. A combination of floor covering and 
installation materials, resulting in a combination of products 
with unique properties that can be offered in all kinds of 
commercial applications.

For more information about Service Products and System 
Solutions contact your sales office or visit the website  
www.forbo-flooring.com

Combination 
with Forbo 
VinylBase 
acoustic
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1111432616 + 432610 

432616

Offering a complete colour palette, this new 

internationally oriented design is both modern and 

discrete. In Sarlon Quartz Opus you will find the most 

eye-catching colours along with more restful and 

neutral shades.

Performance with style. A sophisticated matt finish, certified impact sound reduction of 17 dB, the thickest 0.9 mm wear layer 
in the Forbo acoustic collection and a residual indentation level of just 0.08 mm give Sarlon Quartz a unique combination. 
The new lacquer is even resistant to bethadine. With silver ions in the lacquer and inside the wear layer a high bacteriostatic 
performance is guaranteed which does not diminish over time.

Sarlon Quartz

 - advanced technology  
and sophistication combined



12 Sarlon Tech

Its 0.7 mm pure PVC wear layer provided with a PUR lacquer is outstandingly scratch and stain resistant. Hard wearing and 
with an R10 slip resistance rating, Sarlon Tech is suitable for a wide range of applications. It features all the properties and 
strengths of the Forbo compact vinyls. In addition, its unique construction delivers exceptional residual indentation of  
0.06 mm for easier movement of rolling loads and indoor wheeled traffic. Mineral embossing breaks the light reflection, 
making subfloor imperfections less visible. Available in 23 colours, Sarlon Tech offers acoustic performance of 15 dB with  
high comfort levels underfoot.

43265

Presenting a strong graphic visual appeal inspired 

by natural mineral textures and colours, Sarlon Tech 

Canyon’s appearance and surface texture have been 

developed to make any residual indentation less 

visible.

43265 

 - first class sound reduction  
with unique high indentation resistance

Jeanne D
ekkers Architectuur
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Sarlon Traffic is a comfortable heterogeneous vinyl floor 
covering combining the highest impact sound reduction of 
19 dB with extremely high wear resistance, making it ideal for 
commercial applications subject to heavy traffic.

Sarlon Traffic offers an array of combinations of colours and 
designs, along with two embossing patterns: sand and stone. 
The Hoggar design is also available in tiles. And an additional 
compact version, Traffic Compact, features 10 colours from 
the Sarlon Traffic Hoggar range.

The uni-colours in this distinctive range have been 

chosen for their outstanding compatibility for use in 

combination with the other Sarlon Traffic designs, 

particularly Hoggar and Caldeira.

Caldeira has a rounder graphic character, referring 

back to nature. The colours are soft, except for very 

clear colours designed specially for projects where 

children will be present.

4384443612

 - exceptional 
acoustic performance in 
tough environments
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Kalahari’s suggestion of mosaic and antique effect 

contrast with Boreal. Kalahari’s colours, oriented 

towards mineral shades, also offer a suggestion  

of the hues associated with plant life.

The inspiration for Hoggar is to be discovered in its 

subtle references to nature’s mineral domain. The 

internationally oriented colour palette has been 

chosen to ensure optimum matching possibilities.

Sarlon Traffic Boreal approaches the contemporary 

urban domain, offering a colour range permitting 

both multiple co-ordination and more classic tone-

on-tone matching.

4344943440 + 43449

4395343308

Ruland + Partner Architekten
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Providing the warm look of wood without the hard work that comes with its maintenance, the six designs in the Eternal 
Wood Decibel collection provide an impact sound reduction of 17 dB without concessions to the performance. All 6 colours 
are available in a compact version. All designs come with the unique PUR Pearl™ coating. This gives it a matt appearance and 
low visibility of scratches. Eternal Wood Decibel has a slip resistance rating of R10.

Inspired by nature, Eternal Wood Decibel combines 

authentic, timeless designs and natural colours to 

provide a warm, welcoming ambience. Functional 

but decorative, its 6 unique designs offer the ideal 

acoustic solution wherever performance and 

appearance matter. 

11762

11762

 - outstanding aesthetic  
and functional qualities combined



17Collection overview

Conductive Dissipative Tiles Slip resistant

Marmoleum ● ●

Marmoleum Acoustic ●

Marmoleum Ohmex ●

Marmoleum Decibel ●

Marmoleum Sport ●

Marmoleum Dual ●

Artoleum ●

Cork linoleum ●

Eternal ● ●

Smaragd ● ● ●

Effect ● ● ●

Surestep ● ● ●

Safestep ●

Sarlon Tech ● ● ●

Sarlon Quartz ●

Sarlon Traffic ● ●

Eternal Wood Decibel ● ●

Allura ● ●

Flex SL ● ●

Colorex Concept ● ●

Colorex SD ● ●

Colorex EC ● ●

Colorex Plus EC ● ●

Colorex Plus AS ● ●

Colorex Plus ST ● ●

Forbo Flooring collections

432605

Forbo Flooring Systems offers you the most comprehensive range in commercial resilient floor coverings.

Below you will find the overview of our core ranges.

General purpose Acoustic
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Colour overview

3.4 mm 0.9 mm 2 m 25 m0.08 mm

432610 432601

432603 432611

432605 432608

432604

432607

432614

432617

432602

432609

432606

432616

432604

Matching welding rods are available in all collection colours.



43251

3.4 mm 0.67 mm 2 m 25 m0.12 mm

2.6 mm 0.7 mm 2 m 25 m0.06 mm

43251 43252 43257 43287 43267 43277

43636

43262 43258 43268 43278 43255 43275

43260 43253 43265 43276 43266 43286

Matching welding rods are available in all collection colours.

43250 43263 43256 43254 43259

43630 43605 43603 43602 43612 43609

43635 43666 43636 43656 43638 43637



43956 43954 4395943953

3.4 mm 0.67 mm 2 m 25 m0.12 mm

3.4 mm 0.67 mm 2 m 25 m0.12 mm

3.4 mm 0.67 mm 2 m 25 m0.12 mm

43953 43951 43958

43441* (43C441#) 43440* (43C440#) 43453* 43443* (43C443#) 43448* (43C448#) 43458*

43449* (43C449#)

43442* (43C442#) 43452* (43C452#) 43476* 43449* (43C449#) 43447* 43457* (43C457#)

43445* (43C445#) 43455* 43446* (43C446#) 43456* 43466* 43444*

43855 43846 43844 43842 43852 43849

43845 43836 43856 43866 43857 43808

* Also available in tiles. For Traffic tiles see www.forbo-flooring.com
# Traffic Compact

*

Matching welding rods are available in all collection colours.



2121

3.4 mm 0.67 mm 2 m 25 m0.12 mm

3.4 mm 0.7 mm 2 m 20 m0.12 mm

11822, (11522Δ) - Black oak

11532, (11512Δ) - Natural oak11552, (11542Δ) - Traditional oak

11762, (11562Δ) - Tropical beech

12792, (12722Δ) - Small-plank teak

11432, (11442Δ) - Washed beech

43308

Δ Eternal Wood Compact 

43303 43326 43304 43327 43306 43316

43302 43318 43308 43307 43317 43309

Matching welding rods are available in all collection colours.



Forbo FloorCare method

The Forbo project vinyl collections are easy to clean and maintain,
thanks to their smooth and highly durable PUR coated surfaces.

Cleaning after installation

Detailed information is available in our “Forbo FloorCare system” brochure. 
Please contact your sales office or download from www.forbo-flooring.com 
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• Clean with neutral cleaner and mop 
• Pick up dirty water with wiper and mop or water vac
• Rinse with clean water and mop
• Pick up water with wiper and mop or water vac
• No initial polymer required

Regular cleaning
• Wipe with dust mop, or vacuum the floor

Periodic cleaning 
• Spray clean with a rotary machine and a red buffing pad
• Use spray, only where necessary

Occasional maintenance 
•  Scrub with water and neutral cleaner, rotary machine  

and green scrub pad 
•  Pick up dirty water with wiper and mop or water vac

• Remove spots with a damp mop 

• Rinse with clean water and mop
• Pick up water with wiper and mop or water vac

Forbo FloorCare method



Technical specifications

Technical specifications
Sarlon Quartz, Sarlon Tech, Sarlon Traffic and Eternal Wood Decibel meet the requirements of EN 651

Sarlon 
Quartz

Sarlon 
Tech

Sarlon 
Traffic

Traffic 
tiles

Eternal Wood 
Decibel

   Total thickness EN 428 3.4 mm 2.6 mm 3.4 mm 4.1 mm 3.4 mm

   Thickness wear layer EN 429 0.9 mm 0.7 mm 0.67 mm 0.67 mm 0.7 mm

Type Sheet Sheet Sheet Tile Sheet

   Collection size 14 23 60 18 6

   Commercial very heavy EN 685 Class 34 Class 34 Class 34 Class 34 Class 34

   Industrial general EN 685 Class 42 Class 42 Class 42 Class 42 Class 42

   Roll width EN 426 2.00 m 2.00 m 2.00 m 2.00 m

   Roll length EN 426 25 lm 25 lm 25 lm 20 lm

Tile size EN 427 50 cm x 50 cm

   Packaging box of 24 pcs

   Total weight EN 430 3 kg/m2 2.7 kg/m2 2.9 kg/m2 3.9 kg/m2 3.1 kg/m2

   Dimension stability EN 434 < 0.1 % < 0.1 % < 0.1 % < 0.1 % < 0.1 %

Residual indentation EN 433 0.08 mm* 0.06 mm* 0.12 mm* 0.20 mm* 0.12 mm*

   Abrasion resistance EN 660-1 Group T Group T Group T Group T Group T

   Castor chair continuous use EN 425 No effect No effect No effect No effect No effect

   Light fastness EN ISO 105 B-02 7 7 7 7 7

   Flexibility EN 435 ø 10 mm ø 10 mm ø 10 mm n.a. ø 10 mm

   Resistance to chemicals EN 423 Excellent Very good Very good Very good Very good

   Slip resistance DIN 51130 R9 R10 R9 R9 R10

   Suitable for floor heating yes** yes** yes** yes** yes**

   Impact sound reduction EN ISO 717-2 17 dB 15 dB 19 dB 17 dB 17 dB

In-room impact noise NF S 31-074
Ln,e,w < 65 dB, 
class A

Ln,e,w < 65 dB, 
class A

Ln,e,w < 65 dB, 
class A

Ln,e,w < 65 dB, 
class A

Ln,e,w < 65 dB, 
class A

Bacteriostatic treatment
permanent 
biostatic

biostatic biostatic biostatic

   Surface treatment PUR+ PUR PUR PUR PUR Pearl™

Reversed installation yes yes yes yes no

Sarlon Quartz, Sarlon Tech, Sarlon Traffic and Eternal Wood Decibel meet the requirements of EN 14041 

   Reaction to fire EN 13501-1 Bfl-s1 Bfl-s1 Cfl-s1 Cfl-s1 Bfl-s1

   Slip resistance EN 13893 DS: ≥ 0.30 DS: ≥ 0.30 DS: ≥ 0.30 DS: ≥ 0.30 DS: ≥ 0.30

   Body voltage EN 1815 ≤ 2kV ≤ 2kV ≤ 2kV ≤ 2kV ≤ 2kV

   Thermal conductivity EN 12524 0.25 W/m.K 0.25 W/m.K 0.25 W/m.K 0.25 W/m.K 0.25 W/m.K

*   Typical value
** Temperature < 28˚C
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Hungary
Forbo Flooring
Megyeri út 8.
H-1044 Budapest
T: +36 12 72 05 63
F: +36 12 72 05 09
info@forbo-linoleum.hu
www.forbo-flooring.com

SE Asia
Forbo Flooring
190 Middle Road, #19-05 Fortune Centre
Singapore 188979
Singapore
T: +65 6852 9805
F: +65 6759 9212
leo.tan@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com

Korea
Forbo Flooring
#207 Koryo B/D
88-7 Nonhyun-dong
Kangnam-gu, 135-818
Seoul, Korea
T: 82 2 3443 0644
F: 82 2 3443 0284
info@forbo.co.kr
www.forbo.co.kr

Russia
Forbo Flooring Russia
105082 Moscow
2nd Irininsky per. 3/5, str 1
office 400
T:  +7-495-7855774 

+7-495-7855799
F: +7-495-7852729
forbo-rus@elnet.msk.ru
www.forbo.ru

Middle-East/Greece/Turkey/
Maghreb/Africa/French Overseas 
Territories
Forbo Flooring System
63, rue Gosset - B.P. 2717
51100 REIMS Cedex
France
T: 00 333 26 77 35 00
F: 00 333 26 07 18 93
Info-produits@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com

Other countries
Forbo Flooring B.V.
P.O. Box 13
1560 AA Krommenie
The Netherlands
T: +31 75 647 74 77
F: +31 75 647 77 01
contact@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com

Baltic States
Forbo Flooring
K. Ulmana gatve 5
Riga, LV-1004, Latvia
T: +371 670 66 116
F: +371 670 66 117
info.lv@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com

China
Forbo Flooring
6 Floor, Ansheng Business Center
No. 77 Fenyang Road
Shanghai 200031
P. R. China
T: 0086 21 6473 4586
F: 0086 21 6473 4757
info.cn@forbo.com
www.forbo-flooring.com.cn

Czech & Slovak Republic
Forbo s.r.o.
Novodvorská 994
142 21 Praha 4
Česká republika
T: +420 239 043 011
F: +420 239 043 012
info@forbo.cz
www.forbo.cz

xxxxx/xxxxxx


